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Given combinatorial games G and H, define a new game G+H to be the game played by two players 
who alternately make moves of game G until G is exhausted and then proceed to game H. As usual, 
the player who has no move (in H) loses. Mistre games are a special case of this construction. We 
explore the theory of these sequential compounds and determine the outcomes and Grundy values of 
certain games of this form. 
1. Introduction 
The game stacked nim is played as follows. As in nim, there are several heaps of 
beans, each player in turn takes any number of beans from a single heap, and the 
player who takes the last bean wins. But in stacked nim, the heaps are further 
arranged into sequences called stacks, and a player may take beans only from the first 
(top) nonempty heap of any stack. If we denote a heap of n beans by *n, then we can 
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denote a typical starting position in stacked nim by an expression of the form 
(*2-+*1+*5)+(*3+*5), (1) 
where “+” denotes the order in the sequence. In this position beans may at first be 
taken only from the *2 and *3 heaps; the *l heap becomes available when the *2 heap 
is exhausted, and so on. 
In this paper we introduce the concept of the sequential compound of games and use 
it to give a complete analysis of stacked nim. Sections 225 deal only with impartial 
games. Following definitions in Section 2, we show in Section 3 how to determine the 
outcome of a sequential compound. Sections 4 and 5 introduce the notion of the 
signature of a game and use it to determine the nim value of sequential compounds 
and of sums of sequential compounds such as stacked nim. We make only the tiniest 
inroads on the analysis of sequential compounds of sums, a problem which includes 
the theory of misere sums. In Section 6, the definitions and main results are expanded 
to partizan games. Section 7 explores other constructions and open questions. 
2. Definitions 
An impartial game may be thought of as a directed acyclic graph G with a root of 
in-degree 0. For the purposes of this paper, we insist that the graph be finite. The game 
is played by two players who alternately move a token from vertex to adjacent vertex, 
starting at the root, until the token arrives at a vertex of out-degree 0, whereupon the 
next player is unable to move and loses. One may as well identify all vertices of 
out-degree 0, and so we will assume that the graph has a unique such vertex, called its 
terminal vertex. 
Associated with every vertex u adjacent to the root of G is the subgraph of 
G consisting of all vertices reachable from v, with G’ as the root. This subgraph is itself 
an impartial game, called an option of G. Statements about games can be proved by 
induction on the options: If we can show that whenever a statement S holds for all 
options of G it holds also for G, then we may conclude that S holds for all games. 
Following [l, 21, we let 0 or *O stand for the game associated with an edgeless 
digraph, in which there are no moves available for either player. We let *m stand for 
the nim heap of size m, i.e., the game associated with the digraph G with 
V(G)={O, 1, 2 ,..., m} and E(G)= { (i,j): i>j} with root at vertex m. We use the short 
form * as a synonym for *l, the game with just one legal move, in which the first player 
always wins. 
Define the outcome o(G) of a game G as either P or N according to the following 
recursive rule: It is P if all of the options of G are N; otherwise o(G) = N. In particular, 
o(O)= P. One sees easily that a game has outcome P if the second (or previous) player 
has a winning strategy and N if the first (or next) player does. 
The disjunctive compound or sum of G and H is the game, denoted by G + H, whose 
options are all the games of the form G’+ H (where G’ is an option of G) or G + H' 
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(where H’ is an option of H). This operation is associative, commutative, and has an 
identity, 0. The game G + H is played by setting up both positions at once; a player 
may make his move in either game, but not both. 
We now define the sequential compound of G and H, denoted by G+H, as the game 
whose options are all the games of the form G’ +H(whereG’isanoptionofG)ifG#O 
and all the options of H if G=O. The game is played by playing in G until it is 
exhausted, and then playing in H. The digraph of G+H is formed by taking the 
disjoint union of the digraphs G and H and identifying the root of H with the terminal 
vertex of G. If G and H are both nontrivial, this digraph has a cutpoint. 
Note that the sequential compound is associative and has a two-sided identity, 0. 
The game G-+ * is equivalent to G played with the mistre rule, that the player who 
plays last loses - instead of the normal rule, that the player who plays last wins. The 
sequential compound allows us to put the misere rule in context: G- * is just a special 
case of the general construction G +H. This allows us to treat misire games within the 
general theory; for example, (G + *) + H makes sense while (misere G) + H does not. 
Also, it seems easier to speak of the outcome of G -+ * under the normal rule than to 
alternate between two basic rules. In other words, (misere G) is N if and only if 
(normal (G+ *)) is N. 
3. Outcomes of sequential compounds 
The outcome o(G--+H) cannot in general be determined from o(G) and o(H) 
separately. For example, the misere outcome o(G+ *) cannot be determined from 
o(G). But the outcome o(G-+H) can be determined from the three outcomes o(G), 
o(G-+ *), and o(H), as shown by the following lemma and theorem. 
Lemma 3.1. Ifo(H,)=o(H,), then o(G+H,)=o(G+H,)ftir every game G. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on G. The lemma is trivial for G = 0. If G has options 
and the result holds for all of them, then 
o(G+H,)=P iff o((G-+H1)‘)=N for each option (G+H,)’ of G-+H, 
iff o(G’+H1)=N for each option G’ of G 
iff o(G’-+H2)=N for each option G’ of G 
iff o((G-+H2)‘)=N for each option (G+H,)’ of G+H, 
iff o(G+H,)= P. 
Therefore, o(G+H,)=o(G+H,) for all G. 0 
It follows that o(G+H)=o(G-+O)=o(G) if o(H)=P, and o(G+H)=o(G-+*) if 
o(H)=N. We therefore have the following result. 
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Theorem 3.2. O( G + H ) is 
o(G) ifo(H)= P, 
o(G+ *) $o(H)=N. 
The result class of G, denoted r(G), is one of the four symbols PP, NN, PN, NP, 
formed by juxtaposing the normal and misere outcomes of G, which are, in our 
notation, o(G) and o(G+ *), respectively. As a mnemonic we name these classes as 
follows: 
PP = “previous” (previous player wins, normal or miser-e); 
PN = “even” (game takes an even number of moves, normal or mistre); 
NP = “odd” (game takes an odd number of moves, normal or misere); 
NN = “next” (next player wins, normal or misere). 
Plambeck [6] has coined the term Sibert-Conway decomposition for the analysis of 
games according to this classification. As in [l], we call games whose result class is PP 
or NNjrm, those in class PN or NPjckle. (In [6,7], however, the wordsfrigid and 
frisky are used. In [9], the words nonsingular and singular are used.) 
From Theorem 3.2 we derive 
o((G+H)+ *)=o(G+(H+ *))= 
o(G) if o(H+ *)= P, 
o(G+*) if o(H+*)=N. 
This allows us to compute Table 1. 
The following theorem completes the evaluation of the result class of any sequential 
compound, in terms of the result classes of the component games. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose G1, G,, . . . , G, is a sequence of impartial games. 
If any component Gi isjrm, then so is GI-+G2+...-+Gn. Let k he the smallest index 
such that Gk is$rm. Then r(G1 +G2+...-+G,,) is the same as r(Gk) {fund only tfthere 
is an even number of i with 1 <i<k and with Gi odd. Otherwise r(G1+GZ-+...+G.) 
has opposite (jrm) result class from that of r(Gk). 
lf all the components Gi are fickle, then so is (G1-+G2+...-+Gn) and r(G,-+ 
G2 -+...-G,) is even or odd according to the parity of the number of i with 1 d i < n 
with Gi odd. 
Table I 
Result class of G-H 
r(H) 
r(G) m 
Proof. We use induction on n and repeated appeal to Table 1. Suppose Gk is firm and 
k is minimal. If k= 1, then one sees from Table 1 that r(G, +G2-‘...-+Gn) is the same 
as r(G,). If k>l, Table 1 shows us that r(GI+G2-+...+Gn) agrees with 
r(G2+G3+...+Gn) just if Gr is even, while the latter agrees with r(Gk) if and only if 
there is an even number of i with 2 d i < k and with Gi odd, by the inductive hypothesis. 
All told then, r(G,+GZ+...-+Gn) agrees with r(Gk) if and only if there is an even 
number of i with 1 <i < k and with r(Gi) odd. 
If all the components Gi are fickle, then Table 1 shows us that {PN, NP) acts like 
the group with 2 elements, PN serving as identity. The result class of Gr+ 
G2+...+G, is thus dictated by the parity of the number of odd components. E 
Note that if even one of the games Gi is firm, then so is Gr+...+G,,. This is one 
more instance of the “metatheorem” that most reasonably complicated impartial 
games seem to have the same outcome under both normal and misere rules. 
4. Signatures 
We would like to analyze sums of sequential compounds. In general, we would like 
to evaluate games of the form (G-+H)+ Tin terms of properties of G, H, and T. The 
immediate application is to stacked nim, in which each position is a sum of sequential 
compounds of nim heaps. 
For impartial games, sums are evaluated using Sprague-Grundy theory 
[l, Ch. 11. Define recursively the Grundy ualue, or nim value, v(G) of an impartial game 
G to be the mex of (i.e., minimum excluded nonnegative integer among) the Grundy 
values of the options of G. For example, u(*m) = m - by induction, since the options of 
*m are just *O, . . . , *(m- l), which have values 0, . . . ,(m- 1) whose mex is m. The key 
facts of Sprague-Grundy theory are: 
(1) The value of a sum is determined by the values of the components. Specifically 
z;(G+ H)=u(G) 0 o(H), where 0 denotes “base-two addition without carry” 
(see [l] or [2]). 
(2) Value determines outcome: o(G)= P iff v(G)=O. 
Thus the nim value function is a refinement of the outcome function: it gives 
more information about each game, including just the information necessary to 
analyze sums. 
We would like, therefore, to determine the nim values of sequential compounds. 
Note, first, that 
if c(H)=c(K), then II(G-+H)=v(G-+K) for all G, (2) 
which can be proved by induction, as Lemma 3.1. It follows that to determine 
c(G+H), or to evaluate (G-H)+ T, one need know nothing more of H than u(H). 
Unfortunately, it is not enough to know u(G) - even to determine o(G+H). For 
example, o((*+*)--t *)=N, while 0((*2+*2)+ *)=P, even though u(*+*)= 
u(*2 + *2) =O. On the other hand, (2) tells us that if we know u(G+ *m) for every m, we 
can determine u(G+H) for every H. 
Define the signature s(G) of G to be the sequence sO, sr, s2,. . , where sm= 
tl(G+ *m). Note that the signature s(G) determines not only the value v(G) (which is 
just the initial term of the signature) but also the result class r(G) (which depends on 
the first two terms). Thus s(G) is a refinement of both of those concepts. Formally, we 
think of s(G) as a function whose domain is {0, 1,2, . . . } and which assigns to m the 
number c(G-+ *m). 
The signature is not the same thing as the genus (see Cl]), defined as the symbol 
9 ;‘0;‘1;‘273..., where g= o(G), y,,=o(G+ *), and ~~=~‘((G+*2+*2+...+*2)+ *) for 
” 
k 3 1. The genus has been useful in the analysis of miser-e forms if sums of various 
simple games. However, only the first two terms of the signature of a game can be 
reconstructed from the genus. Even among positions in the game of nim, where the 
genus of a position must take a simple form, the signature can be quite complex. For 
example, the genus of *3+*4 is 7757575..., as is the genus of *2+ *5; but 
s(*3+*4)=(7,7, l,l,l,...) while s(*2+*5)=(7,7,3,6,3,3,3 ,... ). This shows that we 
cannot hope to reduce the theory of sequential compounds to the theory of misere 
play. 
By (2) and by induction, to get the nim value of Gr+...+G,, it is enough to know 
the signature s(Gi) for each i. In that case, v(G1~Gz-,...~G,)=u(G1~ *m), where 
m=u(GG+ . ..+G.). In fact, one can even calculate the signature of a sequential 
compound G-+H knowing only the signatures of the components G and H. Thus the 
signature plays the same role for the sequential compound that Grundy value plays 
for disjunctive compounds (i.e., sums). The following result summarizes the situation. 
Theorem 4.1. s(G+H)=s(G)cs(H). 
(The composition of two signatures makes sense when the signatures are viewed as 
functions.) 
Proof. We verify that the mth entries of the two sides agree: 
s(G+H),=c((G+H)+*m) 
=v(G+(H+*m)) 
=v(G+ *v(H+ *m)) by equation (2) 
=v(G+ *(s(H),)) 
=s(G)~(H),=(s(G)~s(H)),. 0 
The signature of a game explains how that game will behave under sequential 
compounds. Unfortunately, calculating the signature of a game, even of a simple nim 
position, seems to be no easy feat. For example, we have found no way of explaining 
why s(*19+*13) is 
(30,30,29,27,9,9,25,24,25, 10,23,23,23,24,24,22,24,23,23,23,23,23, . . . 1. 
We have no way of calculating such signatures short of brute force. We also do not 
know which sequences of nonnegative integers are signatures of games. We do, 
however, know that the signature of every finite game (except the trivial game) 
eventually stabilizes. 
Theorem 4.2. [f’ G is any ,jnite, nontrivial game, then s(G) is eventually constant. 
Moreover&r anyjnite game G and any k 30, if s(G),,, = k,for any m > k, then s(G), = k 
for all m>k. 
Proof. Let P(k, G) be the assertion that either v(G+ *m)= k for every m> k or 
v(G+ *m)#k for every m>k. 
Note that P(0, G) follows directly from Theorem 3.2. We prove that P(k, G) is true 
for all k > 0 and all G (even G =0) by induction on k and G. Specifically, the induction 
assumption is that P(I, G) holds for every 1 <k, and also that P(k, G’) holds for each 
option G’ of G. Recall that v(G+ *m) is the minimum excluded value among the 
numbers u(G’- *m) as G’ varies over the options of G. If there exists an option G’ of 
G for which v(G’-+ *m) = k for all m > k, then c(G + *m) # k for all m > k. If on the other 
hand, for all options G’, v(G’+ *m)# k for all m> k, then k is always an excluded 
value, so v(G+*m)<k for all m>k. But if v(G+*m)<k for any m>k, then 
v(G+ *m)< k for all m> k (by the induction assumption on k) in which case 
v(G+ *m)# k for all m > k. Hence P(k, G) is true for all k 30 and all games G. 
In particular, assume that G is nontrivial and let k be one more than the number of 
options of G. Since v(G+ *m) is bounded above by k, independent of m, it follows that 
the signature of G stabilizes by the kth term. 0 
Genuinely different games can have the same signature. For example, we can 
calculate that the games (*6+ *7) and (*8+ *9) both have the signature 
1, 1,3,2,2,2,2, . . . . But in computing nim values of sequential compounds, games with 
the same signature can be substituted for each other: thus, v((*6+*7)+H)= 
v((*8 + *9)-+H) for every game H. 
Unfortunately, the signature of a sum is not determined by the signature of the 
summands. For example, although s(*6+*7)=~(*8+*9), it turns out that 
0((*6+*7+*2)+*2)=5 while v((*8+*9+*2) +*2) = 4. Thus s( (*6 + *7) + *2) # 
s((*8 + *9)+ *2). 
5. Nim values of sequential compounds 
In this section we solve stacked nim. This requires calculating the signature of single 
nim heaps. 
Lemma 5.1. L’(*H+ *m) is 
171 $n=O; 
n if n > in; 
(n-1) $nal and n<m. 
proof. That c(*n+ *O)=t’(*O+ *n)=n is a triviality. To determine u(*n-+ *m) for 
positive m and n, we fix m > 0 and induct on n to show that c(*n+ *m) = n if n > m and 
c(*n+ *m) = n - 1 otherwise. The basis of the induction is the observation that *+ *m 
has only one option, namely *m, and zj(*m) ~0. Hence c(*+ *m)= 0. NOW the options 
of *II+ *m are *nz, *-+ *m, *2-t *m, *3+ *m, . . . . *(n - l)+ *m, whose values, by the 
inductive hypothesis, are m,0,1,2,...,n-2 if ndm or m,O,l,&...,m-1, 
m+ 1, . . ..n- 1 if n>m. It follows that v(*n +wn)=n-1 if n<m while ~(*n-+*m)=n 
ifn>m. 0 
The values prescribed by Lemma 5.1 are summarized in Table 2. 
One sees that, if n > 1, the signature s(w) is r, n, n; . . . . r,n - 1, n - 1, n - 1, ,... 
This is enough to settle stacked nim, whose theor; is summarized in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose nl , n2, . . , nk is u sequence qf nonnegative integers with n, > 0. 
We culculate l;(*nl+ *n2+“‘+ *n k) as,follow~s: Let j he the smullest index such that 
nj#n,. (!f no such j exists, put j=k+l and assume nj=O.) Then v(*n,-+ *n2+ 
. . . -+ *nk)=nl ifj is even and nj<nI or ifj is odd und nj>nl. Otherwise, v(*n,+ *n2-+ 
. . + *nk)=nl - 1 
Table 2 
Grundy value of *n+ WI 
m 
0 I 2 3 4 5 
0 0 I 2 3 4 5 
I I 0 0 0 0 0 
n 2 2 2 I 1 1 I 
3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
4 4 4 4 4 3 3 
‘. 
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Proof. By induction on k. If k = 1, then j=2 and n2 =0 < nl no matter what nl is. 
Hence the theorem tells us that v(n,)=n,, which is correct. 
Now assume that n, <n2. By induction, v(*n,-+ *n3-+“.-+ *ylk) is either n, or 
fr2- 1. By (2) 1;(*tii+ en,+...+ *IZ~)=U(*~,-+ *nz) or v(*n,-+ *(a2- l)), both of 
which equal n, - 1 by Lemma 5.1. Ifon the other hand n, >n,, then by the same token 
~‘(*ni-+ *f12+“.+ *nk)=nl. 
If n2=n1, then the induction hypothesis says that u(*n,+ *n3+“.+ *nk)=n2=n1 
if and only if eitherj is odd (notice that the indexing here starts with the integer 2) and 
nj < n2 = n 1 or j is even and nj > n2 = nl. But that happens precisely when r;(*n 1 -+ 
*n2+...+ *nk)=u(*nl+ *v(*n2-+ *n3-+ ...-+ *n,))=u(*n,-+ *n,)=n, - 1 (by (2) and 
Lemma 5.1) which is a restatement of the condition of the theorem. 0 
Going back to the example in the first paragraph of this paper, we use Theorem 5.2 
to calculate that 14*2-t *l-t *5)=2 and that ~(*3-+ *5)=2. Thus the value of this 
position is 2 @ 2=0 and so the position is P, a win for the second player. 
6. Partizan sequential compounds 
A partizan game is one whose digraph may contain edges which are legal moves for 
only one of the two players, who are customarily called Left and Right. The options of G 
that Left (resp. Right) can reach are called left (resp. right) options of G. In addition to 
the outcomes P and N, in this category we also have outcomes L and R, standing for 
games which can be won by Left and Right, respectively, regardless of who plays first. 
More formally, we define o(G) to be 
P if every left option of G is N or R and every right option of G is N or L; 
L if some left option of G is P or L and every right option of G is N or L; 
R if every left option of G is N or R and some right option of G is P or R; 
N if some left option of G is P or L and some right option of G is P or R. 
The appropriate definition for G-+H in this context is as follows: The sequential 
compound G-+H is the game whose left options are all the games of the form G’+H 
(where G’ is a left option of G) if G has any left options, and all left options of H if 
G has no left options. The right options of G+ H are defined analogously. The game is 
played by playing in G until a situation arises where no legal option in G is available 
for a player whose turn it is to move. That player then initiates play in H and game 
G is discarded. 
Theorem 6.1. o(G+H) is 
L $.0(H)= L; 
R ij’o(H)=R; 
o(G) $o(H)=P; 
o(G+ *) fo(H)=N. 
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Proof. If o(H)= L, then Left wins G-+H by following his winning strategy in H once 
G has been discarded. Left’s (and Right’s) play in G is irrelevant, because Left has 
a strategy to win in H no matter who initiates play in H. By an identical argument, 
Right wins G-+H if o(H)=R. 
Now suppose o(H)= P. Then the first player to be forced to play in H, that is the 
first player to run out of moves in G, will lose G+H. Hence control of G-+H belongs 
to whichever player - Left, Right, first, or second - has control of G. 
Finally suppose o(H)=N. Then the first player to be allowed to play in H, that is 
the first player to run out of moves in G, will win G-+H. Hence both players will be 
trying to make the last move in (i.e., “lose”) G. The player who can do this - Left, 
Right, first, or second - has control of G-+ * as well as G+H. 0 
7. Other combinations and open questions 
A construction more general than the sequential compound is the following game 
played on a partially ordered set. Let (P, <) be a finite poset and for each XEP let G, be 
a game. Then consider a game G(P) which is played as follows: On one’s turn, one may 
play in any single component G, provided that no legal moves remain in any 
component G, with I’> x. A player who is unable to move loses as usual. The 
sequential compound is the special case of this construction when (P, <) is a chain (i.e., 
a linear order), while the disjunctive compound is the special case when (P,<) is an 
antichain. We can present no coherent theory of games of the form G(P) for arbitrary 
posets P. 
John Conway and Aviezri Fraenkel found an alternative rule for combining a list of 
games G1 , . . . , G, which might be called “burning a candle at both ends”. One plays 
this game by playing at either end (i.e., in component G1 or G,) until one of the end 
components is exhausted, whereupon that end vanishes and the game continues on 
the truncated list. They found an algorithm for determining the outcome of this game 
when the components Gi are all nim heaps. This is not quite an example of the G(P) 
construction, but resembles the sequential compound. 
It is unrealistic to expect the theory of sequential compounds to be as simple as the 
theory of disjunctive compounds (i.e., sums). Even understanding misere play of 
arbitrary games is too much to hope for. The classical theory of Sprague [S] and 
Grundy [4] was enough to solve misere nim and some other games, using techniques 
such as those of Yamasaki [9]; but, typically, the analysis of the misire form of a game 
can be much more difficult than the analysis of normal play. The game of Kayles, for 
example, was completely solved in its normal form by Guy and Smith [S] in 1956 but 
was not analyzed in its misere form until recently by Sibert and Conway [7] via an 
argument that requires substantial stamina to read. Plambeck [6] has used such 
methods to provide the misere analysis of certain octal games (including all subtrac- 
tion games), but the analysis of others is still elusive and the data chaotic. 
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It would be surprising if the analysis of genera1 sequential compounds were any 
easier than misere games in particular. Nevertheless, we may hope for some progress 
on the following open problems. 
(1) Can we efficiently calculate the signatures of nim positions? 
(2) For example, can we understand the values of games of the form (*a + *h)+ *2? 
(The table of these values can be constructed by brute force; it reveals many curiosities 
but few simple patterns.) 
(3) We have been analyzing sums of sequential compounds. Can we similarly 
analyze sequential compounds of sums ? In particular, can we determine the nim 
values of the misere form of stacked nim positions? 
(4) Is there some parameter which generalizes signatures in the sense that, when 
this parameter is known for G and H, it can be computed directly for both G + H and 
G+H? 
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